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DIRECTOR’S REPORT TO THE SHAREHOLDERS 

For the period January 2nd   2010 - October 21st 2010 

On January 2nd 2010 the existing board members, Gilbert Ward, Larry Gibson, Kenneth Cartwright, Richard 
Gardner, Christine Berlanda, Scott Farrington and Joy Jibrilu (retired due to illness) were elected to serve until the 
Annual General Meeting by the previous shareholders. Mrs. Michelle Pindling-Sands was appointed at the August 
board meeting by the remaining board members to fill the vacancy created by the illness of Mrs. Jibrilu. 

Your board members spent countless hours ascertaining the operational state of affairs of your Association, setting 
up the Security Committee, the Gardening Committee, the Architectural Committee, the Audit and Accounts 
Committee and the Legal and Compliance Committee. For many months with our previous General Manager, 
various members of the board had to assist on a daily basis with the day to day matters and crises that arose, 
personnel issues, gardening (or lack thereof) issues, equipment issues and accounting issues. It was quite a learning 
curve and very taxing. Special thanks go out to the various members of the above Committees for their considerable 
efforts.  Richard Gardner walked the length and breadth of Sandyport every morning in the dark checking on the 
security guards and the sewerage and electrical systems and the various disasters in those areas were averted because 
of his considerable expertise and technical ability. We are in much better shape today, but not yet out of the woods 
as spare parts for the sewer system and electrical system operation are badly needed. Our sewer plant should 
normally be operating with two blowers and with a third one kept in reserve as a spare; right now we are operating 
on only one blower while the two others are in the USA being refurbished. New Blowers cost approximately 
$25,000 each; we need spare pumps for our seven sewer lift stations and these cost several thousands of dollars 
each. 

Our previous manager, Mr. Glinton retired at the end of June. Our present General Manager Mr. Simon Cooper has 
done a remarkable job in the short time since he took over, and he was able to expose and deal with the many areas 
that were totally unsatisfactory in the operation of our Association. We are currently without the services of an 
accountant but Mr. Cooper’s considerable computer and accounting skills have stabilized what was otherwise a very 
unsatisfactory and archaic accounting system. Our General Manager moved swiftly to establish single handedly a 
website that is interactive and which allows us to communicate and receive communications in real time. Our 
gardeners are now trained and working fairly efficiently with proper equipment that we recently purchased and with 
a manager that has been able to properly schedule them and based on the feedback that we have received from you, 
the general maintenance of our lawns, hedges and common areas are in the best shape that we have seen them in 
years.  

Many of you have expressed your appreciation for the visual improvement to our landscaped front entrance and  
guard gate. Many may no longer remember the complete eyesore that was our front entrance and thanks to the 
foresight of and hard work on a daily basis by Messrs Miaoulis and Chemaly, with help from some of our board 
members, we now have a front entrance that we can be proud of. Thanks to the discovery by Messrs Gardner and 
Cartwright of a large capacity diesel generator still in its packing carton hidden away in the bush behind the sewer 
plant, we now have a functioning generator with an automatic transfer switch installed at our guard gate so that our 
security and guard gates can function during power outages. We could not get any explanation from our  

 




